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Each nurse is embodied by a distinguishable characteristic: they desire to aid

and to be of service to other people. Every nurse possesses his or her 

inherent protocols in morality. Their morality cannot be examined or 

encoded in paper; however, it prospers as each of them functions and 

increases their knowledge about the field. Individual morality is vulnerable to

transitions with latest knowledge and information; nevertheless maintain the

identical protocols and principles. 

It is my principle that every patient must acquire the best and corresponding

laity of healthcare not depending on income, age, gender or ethnicity. My 

principle is that the family must be informed on the state of the patient and 

included in the plan of care for the patient.. Stand that the Medical Surgical 

ambiance must be favorable to recovery. This signifies upholding a serene, 

quite and calm place that is required and implemented in a hospital setting. 

M accountable in guaranteeing my patients to acquire every required 

medical care and not acquire anything less.. Utilize my discernment and 

exposition to choose the exceptional resolutions for my patients. (Ethics 

Game, 2014) m always required to maintain awareness and understanding 

such as that I can constantly acquire information and nurture myself as a 

health care provider and an individual. 

To enact my principles on nursing, I am required to keep in mind of my own 

health. I must have enough energy to attend for delicate patients and 

manage the everyday pressure. “ Principles reside at the center of the 

divergent domain of human attitudes and are conveyed in each human 

choice and response. They symbolize fundamental judgment of what is right,
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admirable and favorable and influence both professional and public 

attitudes” (Raisin, 2008). 

Since I am aware that ethics on a personal level can and will change, will 

review my personal ethics statement annually, reflect upon myself to assess 

if am truly adhering to my statement, finally, I will revise my personal ethics 

statement to reflect the kind of person I am and to also give the direction I 

need to become a better person and to achieve my ethical goals. 
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